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The adult coloring book is reinvented in a brand new format. Wherever youâ€™re off to, take this

cheeky and charming coloring journal with you. Transport yourself to the corner pÃ¢tisserie, and

give life to the stylish essentials laid out from your suitcase. Beautifully detailed outfits, accessories,

and hairstyles complement the equally ornate cityscapes. Embellish whimsical, full-page patterns

and classic dresses with your own style. Window shop the elegant stores of Paris while you give life

to playful fashion.Â  Like a high-end journal, this sleek package has an elastic closure and a satin

ribbon marker so you can dip in and dip out of your own French fashion week. With nothing more

than some colored pencils, you'll be on your way to a stress-free, Parisian-chic day.
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I anticipated this coloring book release for at least a month, and I am luckily not disappointed in the

slightest. This has become my new favorite coloring book (even beating out the highly coveted

Secret Garden!). I have Zoe de las Cases's Secret Paris book, but found myself being more

interested in the fashion and beauty spreads in that book than the architecture scenes. Paris Street

Style took all my favorite parts of Secret Paris but left out the things I didn't.The drawing style is

similar to all of her other books: a sort of sketchy line style (see pictures below). It's still easy to

color in but the hand drawn style feels more authentic, like you could be a chic fashion designer

working on your next line. There are five main types of pictures: head-to-toe fashion looks as worn

by people, "spreads" of different clothing or beauty items together (see the skirt example below),

artistic-y headshots with inspirational(ish) quotes, some vintage-y patterns and a few scenes. The



scenes are my least favorite just because they tend to be very zoomed in on buildings or

architecture, but the variety is nice.ALSO: the paper (and book) quality is A+. Unlike my Secret Paris

book, I can actually use Staedtler Fine Liners in this book without bleed through. The paper also

seems to have less grooves than other de las Cases books, so my Prismacolor Premier pencils

seem to lay down color with less white sticking through. The book feels so nicely bound. You can

spread it flat without cracking the binding, and there's a black ribbon that you can use to mark your

place. It also has a rubber band to hold it close, so the book retains the shape. It's a little oddly

sized - square, but slightly smaller than a normal coloring book but not really what I'd call journal

size, either.I cannot tell you how amazing this book is. If you're a fan of fashion, beauty and whimsy,

you have to grab this one.

I absolutely love this coloring book! It's a very beautiful design, like a journal. There is a combination

of large and small areas to color; I found that using a combination of colored pencils and fine liner

pens (like Stabilo) work beautifully. The pages are of high quality. I would love more coloring books

to be made in this style - I don't feel like I'm toting around a coloring book!

I've ordered many adult coloring books (I'm kind of addicted) and this is the second Zoe de las

Cases book I got through  (these are hard to find and I was on a waiting list for this one). 100%

worth the wait! I will be ordering all of her books. They are very well made. The paper is

beautiful.The cover of this book is absolutely gorgeous in person. The picture does not do it justice.

There is even an elastic band around it to hold it shut. It is quite exquisite looking and will be on my

coffee table. It looks like you bought it from Paris Fashion Week. It is smaller than most books, but

that is also what I like about it. I've never reviewed any book before but this one well deserves it.

You won't be disappointed. I also purchased her Secret Japan book and liked it so much I bought a

second one. I will most likely be buying another one of this book for myself and would also make a

great gift idea! I'm loving  Prime!

What a nice little treat Paris Street Style is. Not only is it an incredible coloring book, but the details

in all the fashioned type pages are great! I really enjoyed coloring the "ladies" in the book, it would

make a great gift for an aspiring fashion designer or artist, also for young girls who love to create

their own style and look. I would gladly buy another copy for a gift.It is perfect for a weekend away

or inside your purse to carry at all times. I personally love it when I find myself stuck in a doctors

office waiting when I realize that I have time to color. It's relaxing for stressful situations along with



brightening your mood since most people love to color.The book itself is very attractive with a stylish

black and gold cover. It's a square shape with a nice ribbon bookmark to keep your favorite picture

marked, along with a band to hold the book closed. The pages are so wonderfully illustrated and

double sided, which makes for more pictures to color. One thing that makes a great colorig book is

the quality of the paper. This book has thick heavy duty pages, which are smooth so your crayon,

marker, or pencil glides across it in a nice manner. I received my copy of Paris Street Style by Zoe

de las Cases from Blogging For Books in exchange for my review.

I have built up quite the coloring book collection. Each one I love so much and this beautiful

journal-style coloring book featuring Parisian street style is no exception. What I love about Paris

Street Style is the entire design from the cover to the illustrations. The cover is a matte black cover

with foil gold illustrations and lettering. So chic! The illustrations are simply stunning. I have never

felt more inspired than I did when I received this coloring book. The next day I went to the store for

some more colored pencils and picked up some markers as well. I am overwhelmed by the beauty

of this coloring book. Each and every page is so lovely. It has the classic thicker pages for use with

a variety of medias. It has an elastic for easy tote around ability and it also has a black ribbon

bookmark. The illustrations range from full page patterns to minimal designs showing off Parisian

fashion. This is a must have for fashionistas and minimalists. I can't stop coloring! 5 stars for sure.I

received this in exchange for an honest review from Blogging for Books.
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